Leviathan and the Jewish World Order

The Rabbis state the Torah is Kabala. This is repeated many times in Jewish
writings.
Hinduism is the oldest religion on earth, and much of the Jewish Kabala has
come from it. Even the six pointed star was stolen from the Star of Visnu. Shiva
is called Kabala Iswara in Hinduism. Kabala actually means coiled in its original
Sanskrit origin, and this refers to the serpent power. Hence Shiva is Kabala
[Serpent] Iswara [Lord]. This gets into the fact that prana, the life force, is shown
as the serpent in Hinduism. Kabala is the science of how prana or energy works
and manifests the universe in Hinduism. It's the science of the structure of the
universe.
In Hinduism there is a specific science which the Brahmins (Hindu Priests) know,
that of Prana Prakriti; this relates to the creation of energy forms in the astral. It's
the science of creating a literal god form, and how to create the mandalas and
mantras to empower and access the god form and how to install this energy into
talismans, statues of the deity, and other objects which are connected into the

god form; and to bring it through into the material realm from the astral to
manifest. This includes letters which are charged for such.
This is the source of understanding Jewish Kabala. The Jews have created a god
form with this science which is why the Rabbis in their kabala state that their god
serves them. In Judaism, the Torah is called god and is connected to the Aleph
letter in Kabala which adds to 26 in its gematria. The Jews place the Torah into
an ark at the end of each Synagogue service. In the Pagan traditions and such
that still in the Hindu world, the energetically installed image of the god is placed
into such an ark. They have these from ancient Egypt still in museums. This also
relates to the Ark of the Covenant in the Torah; it has the Ten Commandments
placed with it. This is related to the number Ten, the Yod letter, and is the banner
and power of Yahweh in the Torah. The Rod of Moses is openly shown to be the
Jewish god form which they call Leviathan, the serpent upon a rod, and Moses
uses this to defeat the Pharaoh who is the symbol of the Gentile power. This is
all with the power of the Jewish god form. The Torah has 613 laws which form it,
and these digits add to ten. In kabala the meaning of ten is the Torah.
The Jews use the Ark of their Covenant against their Gentile enemies to conquer
the Goyim nations in battle and destroy them. The ark also brings sickness and
other curses upon the Gentile People. This is an allegory for their Torah. The
Greek Kings and Roman Leaders were adepts in Iso Sophia, the Western Kabala
which came from the east, and they banned the Jews from reading the Torah
and had their Torah scrolls burned. They had laws against this kind of black
magic. They knew what it did.
The Torah is just as the Kabala and Talmud and Rabbis refer to it as; A god form
that the Jews created to serve them. The real Torah is as the Rabbis state, their
god which is this energy form they created. The Torah is one long Hebrew
mantra to create the harmonic algorithm in the astral. Their god form and the
Jewish rituals are done to infuse this with power. The Hebrew letters are also
charged to connect the two of these; the god form and the physical Torah. That is
why in the Kabbalistic symbol of the Aleph letter it shows two Yods between a
Vav. They state that this connects the Jew and their God, or God and Torah. The
Yod in Kabala is the letter that manifests energy that all the other Hebrew letters
animate from. The 22 letters are the names of the Hebrew god as they form the
Torah, and that is the mantra of their god form. This all animates out of the Yod
which is why the Yod letter is shown as their Leviathan; their god form. In the
Talmud and Kabala, they use the symbol for the full manifestation of their occult
working of bringing their god form into material existence and thus the global
empire promised to them in the Torah. The Leviathan encircles and destroys all
the Gentile nations and people of the world. They call this their Messiah. In
kabala, the 42 names of god are Hebrew mantras to bring this into being.

The Talmud and Torah both state the name of their god is the 72 names. The 72
names relate to the symbol of the Leviathan which is divided into four quarters of
18 sub categories. This relates to the decans of the Zodiac of which there are 72
fully in Kabala. It also relates to the five elements. This is the science of Prana
Prakriti in Hinduism which in this level is called the Purusha. The kabala letters
relate to the zodiac signs, planets and elements.
The 72 names are used in specific formulas that relate to the specific elemental,
planetary and astral energies they relate to within their combinations on the body
of Leviathan, their god form. Leviathan is shown as the serpent in Kabala
because the serpent is the symbol of prana, energy and its science of how it
manifests the universe. In Hinduism, the entire universe is called a mantra and
given AUM which divides into the different letters and their combinations which
have elemental and planetary astrological properties, and is shown as the
serpent. This is where the Jews stole this from.
This is the secret behind the Golem: a servitor or animated god form which the
Rabbis make to serve them. It's brought to life with the 22 Hebrew letters and the
YHVH inscribed upon a parchment placed with it. It's a symbol of their god form,
the Torah. The Jews state their god serves them. YHVH is the letters of the four
quarters which the 72 names are divided into.
"According to one story, to make a golem come alive, one would shape it out of
soil, and then walk or dance around it saying combinations of letters from the
alphabet and the secret name of God. To "kill" the golem, its creators would walk
in the opposite direction saying and making the order of the words backwards."
Here the Jews admit the way to stop their magic is reverse Torah readings. They
probably put that in there as a warning to their Rabbis to undo out of control
thought forms that they created. However, it's still connected to their massive
working of Jewish magic, their big thought form, YHVH. It’s the same principle.
The Kabbalistic texts called Adam a Golem. The Adam Kadmon, which is of
Adam in their Torah. In the Jewish Kabala, there is a sum total of the 72 names
and how they work. Note Jesus is called the Adam in their Bible; a Golem
thought form.
The top level Rabbis like Laitman who are Kabbalistic adepts openly mention
how the Jews will have talismans and pendants with different names of the 72 on
them to manifest what they want in life. These are charged talismans that are
connected to the god form of the Jews. This is why the Jews call their god
“Hashem” which they state means "The Name." Hashem is the short form of

Hashemporash, the 72 names. All Rabbis who are 40 years old are given the
knowledge of the 72. 40 is a Kabbalistic number of their Messiah.
Yashua [Jesus] is called the Jewish Messiah. Yashua is the name of the
Messianic leader. The same Yashua [Joshua] in the Torah that conquered and
exterminated the Gentile nations to create Israel, the Jewish Empire. Jesus is
also descended from King David, the warrior Messiah who exterminated entire
nations of Gentiles and created the Jewish Empire. The Bible ends in the book of
Revelations which is given the Kabbalistic number of 22 chapters and is
designed to connect to the Torah in the book of Daniel that gives the prophecy of
the coming Jewish global empire and Messianic war that will bring it about.
Revelations ends with the Messianic war which destroys the entire Gentile world,
and after which the Jewish Messiah rules the entire world from Zion with 144,000
Jews who represent the 12 tribes of Israel. 144,000 is a Kabbalistic number for
Leviathan, and Jesus is the chief cornerstone of the 144,000. In Kabbalistic
terms, that means Jesus is the head of the Leviathan.
Jesus openly compares and thus calls himself the Leviathan in the gospel of
John. He is the serpent of Moses, which in kabala is the symbol of Leviathan.
Jesus is a form of Kabbalistic magic to manifest the Jewish World Order through.
The Gentiles under Christianity have become servants of the Jews, and they act
as physical and spiritual cattle for the Jews to harvest in building their Global
Kingdom. This is why Christianity is based on the criminalization of spiritual
knowledge and power for Gentiles, and works to remove this from the Gentiles
and leave them as victims of its weaponization against them by the Jews.
Note the Jewish YHVH adds to 26, and then is further added into eight. Eight is
the Chet letter, and in Hindu and Kabala this letter is the soul, the energy of life.
Their god is also the collective soul of the Jewish People, which their god form is
connected with as the Covenant. It relates to their word for life, Chai. The
Reverse Torah Rituals are their Achilles heel.
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